See the bigger picture of your analytics:

- Multiple reports and analytics to help all of your decisions.
- Baseline where your institution and your learners are.
- View at a glance your most visited courses.
- Identify courses with high and low levels of engagement.
- Determine sitewide usage throughout your entire LMS.
Track Results Instantly

Visual Charts, Graphs, and More

Easy-to-read reports. Your data, simplified:

- Easy-to-use clear charts, graphs, and reports.
- Administrators can schedule reports to specific users.
- Organize users into groups such as Dept. Chair, Supp., etc.
- View completion statistics. Visually identify trend.
- Sort by completion level and threshold of activity.
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IntelliBoard
Monitor Learning Progress
Understand the Impact of Your Courses

Create winning strategies based on data:

- Course Progress Analytics allows at-a-glance comparison.
- Identify users who have or have not accessed an activity.
- Compare requested data against chosen date ranges.
- View individual learners along their specific learning path.
- Dive into color-coded details for each learner and activity.
Notify Specific Users
Alert Learners & Admins in Real-time

Create, schedule & control reporting:

- IntelliBoard Permit allows creation of multiple access points.
- Schedule reports to go to the right people at the right time.
- Create Organizational roles that fit your institutional needs.
- Ex: Academic Success Advisor, Athletic Coach, Supervisor, etc.
- Grant or limit access to reports as desired.
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Intervene
Spot & Correct At-Risk Learners

Encourage your learners. Engage trends:

- Take advantage of intelliBoard's automated notifications.
- Create a spectrum of interventions to address specific activity.
- Examples: early warning & progress monitors.
- Spot learners that may need extra assistance, early.
- Identify which courses are best using (or not using) the right tools.
Feel Secure
Privacy Shield Certified

IntelliBoard takes your privacy seriously:

- Visualizations are generated from a secure backup of your data.
- All IntelliBoard servers are hosted via Amazon Web Services.
- Hosted in specific geographic locations relevant to client.
- Data safely uploaded to Amazon SSL endpoints using HTTPS.
- IntelliBoard achieved Privacy Shield Certification in 2019.
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HARNESS YOUR DATA, TODAY!

Visit INTELLIBOARD.NET

- Explore and try out our live, hands-on DEMOS.
- Schedule live virtual TOURS anytime.
- Browse our archive of FEATURES and FAQs.
- Speak to an IntelliBoard team member in LIVE chat.
- Join FREE WEBINARS and learn how we can help YOUR data needs.
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